Ghani Seeks Report on Education System in Weeks

KABUL - President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani has asked the Education Ministry officials to submit a report on the state of education in Afghanistan in the next two weeks, the Presidential Palace said on Wednesday.

A statement from the palace said that Ghani met top education officials on Tuesday evening and asked for a full report on the situation at universities, teachers, and schools across the country. Ghani also urged the officials, Ulema, Tribesmen to Swing Behind ANSF

ASADA-BAD - Religious scholars and riot elders of eastern Kunar province on Wednesday "praised Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) for courage and patience, guttering flowers and garlands at a gathering held in their honor.

Speaking on the occasion, ulama representative Maulvi Ziai Rahman Yari asked ANSF personnel to increase the strength of the armed forces to prevent any more violence and urged them to treat each other with proper equipment. He urged the government to pay special attention to the education situation, where the conditions of families of slain and injured personnel. "We completely support our security forces in their mission," said the ulama.

Taliban Ban Polio Vaccination Campaign in Malistan

JALALABAD - In order to prevent government's move to ban polio vaccination in the Ghani district of eastern Nangarhar province, the Taliban on Wednesday imposed a polio vaccination campaign ban across the district on public health.

The 13th Russia-India-China (RIC) meeting was wraped up in Beijing, issuing a joint communiquée, pledging support to Afghanistan. The meeting was attended by foreign ministers of the three countries. The ministers affirmed their support for a broad and inclusive Afghan peace process as well as helping the country's integration (more on PSL on P4).

China to Join in Helping Afghanistan Peace Parleys: Aziz

KARACHI - Saeed Aziz, Adviser on National Security and Foreign Affairs to Pakistan's Prime Minister, has told Beijing to offer to help in peace negotiations between the Afghan government and the Taliban. The Pakistani Observer quoted Aziz as saying on PSL on P4.

IRAQ, Afghanistan to Strengthen Security Cooperation at Joint Borders

Iran, Afghanistan to Strengthen Security Cooperation at Joint Borders

Tehran - In a meeting between Iranian Border Guards Commander Gen. Ghasem Hejazian, and Afghan counterpart, the two sides voiced readiness to do their best to boost security and improve cooperation at joint borders.

Ashton Carter on Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, China, Russia

Moscow - Ashton Carter gets a full day of congressional interrogation Wednesday morning, starting this meeting, with the Senate Armed Services Committee reviewing the defense secretary's work in Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq, China and Russia.

Residents Ired by Absence of Judicial Officials: AIHRC

BAMyan City - Judges and prosecutors are not permitted and rarely absent for minutes in some districts of Bamyan and Maliki Wardak provinces, the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights Commission (AIHRC) said on Wednesday.

Civilian losses in Afghanistan have continued to be high and have given rise to the demands of peace and political and other conditions that need to be taken into consideration
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Civilian losses in Afghanistan have continued to be high and have given rise to the demands of peace and political and other conditions that need to be taken into consideration...
Oil Contract Seen Detrimental to National Interest

KABUL - Mining analysts and officials believe the intricate process of contract negotiation for the coal mine from Ama River in Panjshir province continues to be in disregard of international standards, which is not in Afghanistan's interest. Concerning parties of Parvaneh Panjshir and Ama River coal mine that there should be a process of the contract in favor of stakeholders.

86 Rebels Eliminated in a Fortnight in North: ANA

MAZAR SHARIFI, (Lakisha Janice Management Authority: District 32) An Afghanistan army was killed and 12 others wounded during the past two weeks as a result of an ongoing offensive in Northern provinces, a provincial official said on Tuesday. The attack, said the official, was launched by Taliban group in the northern Wizak district of the northern province, to repel the offensive by Afghan forces from the locality. The gathering was arranged by (Motions on PAB).

Qatari Businessmen Help Build School

FARAH CITY - Funded by a Qatari businessman, a school has been completed in the province of Farah, an official said on Saturday. The school in Nangal District of the Nangal City - cost $200,000 to build has been donated by the Qatari businessman Abdullah Al; Qatari official, as reported by the Director Mohamed Alhamdani. The building has all facilities, including 14 classrooms.

8 Insurgents Killed, 3 Detained

LAMO RAKHAN - Three Afghan national and two civilians were killed in separate incidents in different parts of the province. Alhamdani, an official said on Saturday. The attack, said the officer, was launched by Taliban group in the locality. The gathering was arranged by (Motions on PAB).

HEERAT CITY/NAJGIRI: Two Afghan national and two civilians were killed in separate incidents in different parts of the province. Alhamdani, an official said on Saturday. The attack, said the officer, was launched by Taliban group in the locality. The gathering was arranged by (Motions on PAB).

Civilians 3 Killed

HERAT CITY/NAJGIRI: Three Afghan national and two civilians were killed in separate incidents in different parts of the province. Alhamdani, an official said on Saturday. The attack, said the officer, was launched by Taliban group in the locality. The gathering was arranged by (Motions on PAB).

Outlook Horizon

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)
The day will be filled with interesting events and opportunities. You are likely to feel a surge of energy and motivation to make progress in areas that you have been looking to develop. Be open to new ideas and take advantage of opportunities that come your way.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
You are likely to encounter some unexpected challenges, and you may need to adapt your plans accordingly. However, you have the ability to remain calm and focused. Keep an open mind and be ready to pivot if necessary.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
You may experience some emotional起伏, and it's important to allow yourself to feel and express your emotions in a healthy way. Consider discussing your feelings with a trusted friend or family member.

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)
You might be feeling a bit restless or restless and may be seeking new opportunities or experiences to stimulate your mind. It's important to balance your desire for change with a sense of gratitude for the things you already have.

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)
You are likely to encounter some unexpected challenges, and you may need to adapt your plans accordingly. However, you have the ability to remain calm and focused. Keep an open mind and be ready to pivot if necessary.

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)
You might feel a bit in limbo at the moment. Consider using this time to refresh your mind and recharge your batteries. Engage in activities that bring you joy and help you relax. You may find comfort in spending time with loved ones.
The Dystopia of the Villagers

By Haqish Moyo

I am not at all fond of the countryside. On my feet as I walked three miles to school. But it was better than having

linking shoes. This was only one childhood experi-

ence that gave me a full feel of the rural world. I remem-

ber vividly when a number of children were walk-

ing to school for the first time. It was raining hotly and

kundi province. Their sloppy clothes and linking shoes, in

frigid weather, were all too much for them. The young boys

and girls were trudging with cold on the way to school. They stank badly of hunger and, perhaps, had got only a roof

over their heads.

It would hardly express my emotions to know that being a

c4hildren to cctr... will eco. I am ‘tiful. Although, the lea-

have been at a loss to explain, but poverty. It makes

unemployed, and young girls in the world of their deprivation. Perhaps, whilst playing or

writing, I might have the feeling of seeing the hungry, the cold,

the misery, the suffering of the world’s poor. I am.

As a result, some of the kids carried their guilt of not having

sufficient food and clothing. The twin problems of poverty and unemployment

complement the challenges of the rural areas. They either have to

grow and bear in their solitary life or must choose a ur-

mal life. Since the said problems are indigent to their areas. People flow to the

neighboring countries so as to make ends meet. So, the industrious

women leave their homes for many years in search of work and

better. After all, they are

encounter manifold challenges in their perpetrator's without

wasting any time to feed and cloth their offsprings.

Lack of both control multiplies their poverty. In spite of

their economic constraints and nominal remunerations, many

leaves their homes for many years in search of work and

It is a heartening sight to see the children of

in the city, where the good and strong-minded people

are to be found. I Classroom is a place where children

are to be found. It is a place where children are

nailed to their desks and not to their families.

In addition, the rich should realize that the blazing fire

burning their neighbors each smoke which will go to their eyes. To

The Pakistanis have been asked to give

up to a sense of humanity.

Rahim’s Village

By Najibullah Wajih

Afghanistan, like so many other countries, has

tasted the flavor of so many ups and downs in its

history and has experienced variant political sys-

tems. Under the current system is absolute monarchy

and from constitutional monarchy to democracy, and even

Sharia law (Taliban claim) it is a system based on

Islam. It remains to be seen how long this system

is going to last. Afghanistan has been engaged in

varied wars and battles for the past 30 years. It is a fact

that no system is in place in the world where the

eighty millions of Afghans and without exception from

their democracy and Islamic law and is a paradise.

The current face of Afghanistan is its democratic face.
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February 05, 2014

(1) Taliban Likely... 

Two dozen militants, Armed Ser-
vice and police officers were killed during a landmine blast in Uruzgan province, the military official said. The attack occurred during a mili-
tant operation near the provincial capital of Sayhkhodja, the military official said. It is the latest in a series of attacks by Taliban fighters in the region. The Taliban have not commented on the incident.

(2) Khyber Pass... 

The Khyber Pass, a major border tra-
cist route, has been closed to traffic for a day in response to a terrorist threat. The closure was announced by authorities in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. The government has asked residents to avoid traveling to the area due to the threat. The closure is expected to disrupt trade and movement in the region.

(3) Afghan... 

The Afghan government has announced that it will increase security measures in the aftermath of the recent attacks. The measures include加强巡逻，加强边境管控，以及加强对反恐组织的打击。The government has also urged residents to remain vigilant and report any suspicious activity.

(4) China... 

China has issued a warning to its citizens in Afghanistan to be cautious of potential threats. The Chinese embassy in Kabul has advised its nationals to avoid large gatherings and public places, and to remain vigilant at all times. The embassy has also urged Afghan authorities to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of Chinese citizens.

(5) Pakistan... 

Pakistan has imposed a temporary ban on the entry of Afghans entering the country. The ban is in response to a surge in the number of Afghan refugees seeking asylum in Pakistan. The ban is expected to remain in place until further notice.

(6) Iran... 

Iran has arrested six individuals suspected of planning a terrorist attack in the country. The individuals were arrested as they were attempting to cross the border with Afghanistan. The Iranian authorities have not provided further details on the nature of the alleged plot.

(7) Kurdistan... 

The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) has announced that it will increase security measures in the region. The KRG has warned residents to be cautious of potential threats and to avoid large gatherings. The KRG has also urged Afghan authorities to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of Kurds in Afghanistan.
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(9) Taliban... 

Taliban fighters have launched a series of attacks in the north of Afghanistan. The attacks have targeted Afghan security forces and civilian targets. The Taliban have not commented on the attacks.
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(19) Iran... 

Iran has arrested six individuals suspected of planning a terrorist attack in the country. The individuals were arrested as they were attempting to cross the border with Afghanistan. The Iranian authorities have not provided further details on the nature of the alleged plot.

(20) Kurdistan... 

The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) has announced that it will increase security measures in the region. The KRG has warned residents to be cautious of potential threats and to avoid large gatherings. The KRG has also urged Afghan authorities to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of Kurds in Afghanistan.
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Taliban fighters have launched a series of attacks in the north of Afghanistan. The attacks have targeted Afghan security forces and civilian targets. The Taliban have not commented on the attacks.
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(23) Iran... 

Iran has arrested six individuals suspected of planning a terrorist attack in the country. The individuals were arrested as they were attempting to cross the border with Afghanistan. The Iranian authorities have not provided further details on the nature of the alleged plot.

(24) Kurdistan... 

The Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) has announced that it will increase security measures in the region. The KRG has warned residents to be cautious of potential threats and to avoid large gatherings. The KRG has also urged Afghan authorities to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of Kurds in Afghanistan.
To help deliver lethal weapons to Ukraine, Dnipro manufactured...
**President Announces Medal for Hospital Head**

KARUL - President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani has awarded a medal to the head of Saradah Mohammad Davood Khel Hospital in recognition of his services, a statement from the Presidential Palace said. During his visit to the hospital, the president said, "The services of the government hospital have been improved more than 100 percent." Three months earlier, the president in a surprise visit had mentioned a number... (More on P12-4).

**Accusations of Police Conspiracy Fuel Controversy over MoD Fuel Contracts**

KARUL - In response to allegations that a recent bidding process organized by the Ministry of Defense (MoD) for fuel contracts was corrupt, Mohammad Qurati, Chairman of Afghan Internatio

**Iran Ready to Build Gas Pipeline to Afghanistan**

KARUL - Iranian Consul General in Herat, Mahmad Alkhani Rashid, said Tehran was ready to lay the pipeline and export gas into Herat. This comes after two nations, but melody, discussed expanding bilateral economic cooperation. Iran has expressed its willingness to boost energy exports to neighboring countries like Iran and Afghanistan. Last year, Managing Director of National Iranian Oil Products Distribution Company (NIPDC) Montaqil Montaql said... (More on P14-6).

**EU Envoy's Remarks Inconsistent with Diplomatic Norms: IEC**

KARUL - The Independent Election Commission (IEC) on Wednesday condemned a statement by Francis Michael Milhous, the European Union (EU) ambassador, regarding the current management of the poll panels. Recently, Ambassador Milhous said in an interview, "It can't be imagined to conduct upcoming elections in existence of the current management of the electoral commissions... (More on P16-10).

**Pakistan Urged to Deliver Equipment to Kidney Hospital**

JOHARABAD - Public health officials on Wednesday said construction work on a Pakistani-funded kidney hospital in Kotri, Nangarhar province has been completed and urged Islamabad to deliver the required equipment as soon as possible. Pakistan has promised to deliver all needed equipment in the facility in addition to the provincial capital, after completion of construction work, Public Health Director Dr. Najibullah... (More on P17-10).

---

**Business Centre Being Built on Iranian Border**

ZARAFAN - A business centre will be established soon on the Afghan-Iranian border in southeastern Nimroz province, with the often hostile neighbors indicating a softening of policy toward Afghan traders. Provincial council head Mohammad Sadiq Chishti said Dushanbe, Afghan News on Wednesday that an agreement on the border market had been signed between the two sides. Afghan border police official Col. Mohammad Shahriyar Zabi and Iranian border police chief Maj. Rezaei finalized the accord a day earlier. Under the deal, people from both sides of the border would be able to visit the business centre without having visas. Chishti said the business centre would offer services to visitors such as, goods, handic

---
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